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Message from the CEO

Continued overpage…

Welcome everyone to issue 
19 of the iPi Group Insider 
Magazine, where we discuss 
the highlights in and around 
the iPi Group for the Third 
Quarter of 2014. 

To begin the edition Peter 
Long, our Group Business 
Development Manager 
summarises his departments 

activities over the Quarter highlighting the Independence 
Day celebrations in our various messes, the transitioning 
of one of our fuel haulage contracts from InterOil to 
Puma Energy and making mention of high achieving 
staff and managers across various projects. 

We own a reasonable amount of land at Ten Mile in 
Lae, some 138 Hectares of it and for quite a while 
now I’ve struggled with the development potential of 
the block. I like the idea of an agricultural venture that 
while commercial will also lend itself toward a degree of 
community support; be it by way of a labour intensive 
project that creates jobs, or a project that delivers a low 

cost product to market or an innovation which contributes 
toward raising the standard of living in our nearby 
community. I’ve worked for a while with the management 
of Australian Business Volunteers and this Quarter we 
were lucky to secure the services of a husband and wife 
team Brian and Cecile Leach, wonderfully talented and 
highly qualified retirees giving back to the community the 
knowledge that they have gathered over a very extensive 
career. The two volunteers will be with us a couple of 
months in Lae and I hope will ultimately leave me with a 
Strategic Business Plan to develop our 10 Mile property! 

Our Hardware Manager up at Porgera Yawane Pawa 
writes of a stacking shed he has erected at his store 
extending his range of services to the community. Rauka 
Ovia, our HR Manager in the Transport business writes 
of a presentation ceremony we held in the Quarter for 
our graduating Trade Apprentices, the first batch of 6 
graduates who are now fully Trade Qualified through 
a program we instituted in concert with the national 
Apprenticeship and Trade Testing Board, a program 
which is ongoing and will produce many more Trade 
Qualified graduates in the years to come. 



The iPi Group's vertically integrated logistical operations 
are as varied as the needs of our many clients.

iPi Transport ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED | iPi Catering ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED and HACCP CERTIFIED

www.iPiGroup.com.pg

The iPi Group

PO Box 795 Lae,
Morobe Province, PNG 
Ph: (+675) 475 1400  

Fax: (+675) 475 1417 
Email: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg

 Specialist bulk fuels and dangerous goods transportation
 General dry freight and line haul transport
  Fully integrated Camp Management, Catering and  

Janitorial Services for the Mining and Petroleum industries
  Quality Assured Hospitality delivery across the broader 

industrial sectors
  Professional and innovative Management and Staff  

Training facilitation
 Warehousing and dry goods storage
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Message from the CEO continued…

We offer you a bit of the light hearted stuff with a chef and a 
truckie each boasting about their fishing ability and holding 
up the evidence of their catch; which looks to me remarkably 
like the same fish? Peter Denmead, our Project Manager at 
the UPNG receives a certificate of appreciation from the 
Laiagam-Porgera Students Association whom we helped 
through with their studies via a donation, and then we have 
a couple of photos of the ladies from the Lae Administration 
office resplendent in their PNG National Flag inspired 
Independence outfits and with the boss Maso Mangape 
asked to judge the fashion show on the day! 

Next readers we take you to the bushland of New South 
Wales where our transport and fishing guru Greg Langley 
discovers the old rig he first learned to drive in, phew that 
was a long time ago! Chris Moroney our General Manager 
of Catering writes of a health check we instituted for all 
of the staff at our Tolokuma Gold Mine operation and he 
passes through a wealth of health related information ex our 
Dr Tau from the site. 

With the wind down of the LNG construction phase works 
we have been called upon to assist with the demobilisation 
of plant and equipment and we share a photo of some of 
those undertakings. 

Maso Mangape my Transport GM writes of the 5 year 
extension of our fuel line haul contract with Puma Energy and 
the process of transition from InterOil during which Maso and 
his team put in untold hundreds of hours of effort to secure 
a commercial outcome underpinning operations well into 
the future and furthering a deep commercial and partnering 
relationship with the Puma team. Benoni Masalo our staff 
training and development offer in Lae writes of the successful 
delivery of the latest in a very long series of internal training 
workshops, in this case 22 participants attended a basic 
supervision course, developing their own supervisory skills as 
their careers within the iPi Group progress. 

Next our paralegal in Lae Elizabeth Sandeka writes a 
heartwarming story about one of her colleagues Josie Kong 
who successfully graduated from the National Training 
Institute with a Certificate in Accounting. Josie had enrolled 
in the course of her own volition, studied before and after 
hours tending to a family a full time job and a set of studies 

to graduate near the head of her class! We are all proud 
of Josie she is a real favourite in and around the office with 
a pleasant personality a fancy hair do, and she’s quite the 
smart one too! Well done Josie!! 

Lisa Fickel our Chef Manager at the Napa Napa Refinery 
then writes a piece about her love of food and of preparing 
great dishes and then David McKenzie my Highlands 
Manager for Transport writes out of our Mt Hagen depot of 
a demobilisation job we undertook for the New Zealand 
Army and Air Force who were in country recently on a joint 
exercise with the PNGDF. 

Moore Kamoan our Property Manager for the plantation at 
Ten Mile writes about one of our smaller areas of business 
involvement, which is flower production, an area we used 
to quite good at and in fact won numerous prizes for at 
the Morobe Show over the years and ultimately I ended up 
with life membership of the Royal Agricultural Society over 
it all; well in recent years we’ve let our attention drift away 
from the flowers only to discover that one of the original 
horticulturalists is still in the midst of it all working his magic. 
I’m hoping that with the assistance of our Australian Business 
Volunteers we will see a turn around in this area of our 
business and have it flourish again. 

Finally in the issue Grahame Wicks our Group Administration 
Manager writes of the efforts of the team at our Mountain 
Lodge at Porgera wherein during the Quarter we have 
extended carparks created a new driveway and installed a 
new generation unit for the Lodge. 

Enjoy the read everyone and as always, I welcome your 
feedback.

 The Best of Regards … Scott 
 

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@iPiGroup.com.pg



From the Group Business Development Desk...
To each and all in our Group,

Once again it is all my pleasure 
in welcoming you to yet another 
edition of the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ 
broadcast. I trust you enjoy the 
read and gain a further or deeper 
insight into just some of the 
activities in and around the Group.

A significant moment for me during 
the past quarter was of course the 
open and joyous celebration of 

PNG’s 39th Independence Day festivities and as you could 
imagine each and all within our Catering entity were busy 
presenting high end and very traditional fare across all Project 
sites. I had the good fortune of spending my Independence 
Day evening out at the University of Papua New Guinea, 
Waigani Campus with the many resident students and our 
enthusiastic Catering staff. There was no question that I 
too could not help but get swept up in the highly excited 
atmosphere. On that note, I do offer, as I did back then, my 
congratulations to our Staff given the amazing job they did. 
Further and what was most pleasing to witness first hand were 
the happy faces, the proud people we have working for the 
iPi Group’s Catering division and the satisfaction they were 
all individually and collectively enjoying whilst delivering the 
foodservice needs of the University students. All feedback I 
received from each of the Project sites across PNG in relation 
to the Independence Day celebrations reflect exactly the same 
level of delight and excellence. Accordingly, I express my most 
sincere thanks to every single Caterer who participated in 
foodservice brilliance demonstrated and delivered. Feel proud 
of your achievements.

Whilst on that note, I could not help but admire the thrill and 
enthusiasm of all Office Staff (especially the ladies!!!) albeit 
in Lae, on the Project Sites, in the Port Moresby Office and 
the like all of whom took the time to attend work dressed 
resplendently in traditional costume prior to the Public 
Holiday. It showed me yet again just how proud our people 
are; their genuine love and feel for Papua New Guinea. 

To perhaps the business side of my work...it is with great 
pleasure that I acknowledge the professional endeavours and 
dedication of Mr Kerry Symes and Mr Amos Yapo of Puma 
Energy who have driven the refreshed Puma Fuel Haulage/
Freight Contract which we kick off as of October 1st, 2014. 

Whilst there have been some changes in the scope of our 
overall transport responsibilities ex Lae into the Highlands 
of PNG we are delighted to once again be positioned to 
support and partner Puma in the delivery of associated fuel 
needs for their customers. I thank Maso Mangape, Greg 
Langley, Daryl Diehl, David McKenzie and their teams of 
iPi Transport people all of whom worked tirelessly in the 
background to secure further Contractual longevity with a 
highly valued Client for the iPi Group. 

I am happy to equally let you know that the Niugini Oil 
Company recently shared with us some problematic issues of 
fuel deliveries in and around Lae and with that, our Transport 
team swung into action offering a highly polished Journey 
Management Plan (JMP); a system tailored specifically for 
NOC. The NOC Operations Team worked alongside our 
people and together we have instituted a new and more 
pointed daily delivery plan. Great to see that with open 
communication and total resolve, anything can be achieved. 
Many thanks are extended to Mr Ashley Hutson and his team 
of NOC professionals for their help, advice and assistance. 

It has been my pleasure in chatting openly to our British 
American Tobacco (BAT) Client representatives in Lae in 
recent times. I had the great pleasure in delivering a month 
or so again a copy of the iPi Group Cookbook to each of 
the Lae based BAT staff and in the next few weeks, I will be 
again meeting with them to gain direct feedback on how all 
their cooking lessons are going!!! Thank you BAT for your 
highly valued business, your professional support and your 
project dedication. 

Our Esso Drilling fuel deliveries from Hagen into Hides are 
still going strong and sincere thanks are extended to Dave 
McKenzie and his Hagen based iPi Transport Team. So too 
are our thanks extended to the Esso Drilling people at Hides; 
working alongside you is a delight and we trust that our 
continued work successfully underpins that of yours. 

At heart of course are our transport/fuel cartage endeavours 
for Barrick in Porgera. As I mentioned in our last newsletter, 
Barrick is and will always remain a key and significant 
Client; a much valued partner in our business activities. Of 
course, we worked closely with Mr Jason Watson and his 
Supply team however many of you may not be aware that 
Jason has now moved on to ‘greener pastures’ with Barrick; 
this now in Africa. We wish Jason well. In context with that, 
we welcome Barrick’s new Supply Manager, Mr Douglas 
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Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager
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I trust that with an open 
mind, you too access greater 
exposure to things which will 
add and or enrich both your 
career and personal lives.

Sanderson and whilst I have not had the pleasure (at the 
time of writing this article) of meeting Douglas personally, we 
have exchanged notes and introductions. I look forward to 
catching up with Douglas at the first opportunity. 

Our Catering arm as you are aware remains at the peak 
of activity. Life in Porgera on 
the Barrick site is operating at 
full noise. Our work is intense, 
pressed and important; key to the 
successful delivery of our daily 
catering charge is to have a highly 
committed team of people in place 
and I congratulate our Porgera 
Project staff for their dedication 
and application to all things 
service style.

I have joined in on the Catering activities at the InterOil 
Napa Napa Project often and singularly the most comforting 
observation I make on arrival is the warm and open greeting 
I am given; this consistently. Callum, Ken, Lisa, you have a 
terrific group of catering professionals out there on site, you 
have perhaps the most modern and best equipped-laid out 
messing facility in PNG and accordingly the product you 
prepare, cook and serve is a credit to each and everyone 
employed. Having InterOil Corporate as a partner of the iPi 
Group is most pleasing and the commitment to InterOil I see 
being delivered is outstanding. Well done; your efforts have 
not gone unnoticed. 

Speaking of efforts, ISO 9001-2008 and all these 
commitments combined, the South Pacific Brewery Sites 
in both Lae and POM are going great guns...further, the 
SPB facility Managers and staff remain a delight to work 
alongside. I’d like to acknowledge the efforts of especially 
Kuri, Romild (and her team of charming people and yes, 
you too Beryl for always thinking of me and Nalie given the 
occasional and lazy Friday night) in Lae along with Elsie, 
James, Patronilla, Peter and Ezra. We enjoy the delights of 
working directly with each and all of you. 

Our long term partnership with Petromin’s Tolukuma Gold 
Mine is embraced-held tightly and in the recent past, we 
thank Sarimu for his overall management and stewardship of 
the Mine however Sarimu too has moved on to other Mining 
opportunities. We wish you well Sarimu and thank you for 
all that you have achieved; for all that you have supported 

our efforts in. Likewise, on behalf of the iPi Group’s Mountain 
Catering Ltd, timely that I warmly welcome John McKinstry 
into the fold. John; congratulations on your appointment as 
General Manager, TGM and as always, we are here to 
help and assist and, at all times. Paul – Darryl, please keep 
up the sterling work up there on the ridge. 

Our work at UPNG goes well 
beyond simply the provision 
of foodservice for the resident 
students and the oversight of the 
Coffee Shop/Canteen. We have 
an involvement with many students 
and in uttering such, Dennis Sparks 
and myself enjoyed the good 
fortune recently in sharing many 
hours with two highly charged 

Journalism students; Ms Emma Andy and Ms Elly Kalava. 
We have introduced the girls to the Editor of the iPi Group’s 
‘insider’ magazine and we understand that our Editor has 
in fact offered the ladies some commissioned work on the 
‘insider’!!!...stay tuned I am told for the final edition of the 
‘insider’ for 2014 as this publication will feature works of 
Emma and Elly. 

Folks, as always, I have moved around from location to 
location over the past few months, met with many Client Reps 
and spent much time with a number of commercial people 
seeking and speaking about all sorts of opportunities. Take 
it from me, there is never a day which slides past that I don’t 
acquire, learn or experience something new. I trust that with 
an open mind, you too access greater exposure to things 
which will add and or enrich both your career and personal 
lives. None of us are too old to learn more...hopefully 
though, all of it good? 

I trust you enjoy the read and importantly, still delight in each 
and every minute being a part of the iPi Group family.

Think safe, act safe and work safe...try and access a 
moment of fun in all that you are doing and many thanks for 
once again allowing me to offer you a thought or two from 
the Business Development desk. Cheers everyone and we’ll 
talk again soon...

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Catering 

Mountain Stores in Porgera

Dear readers of the ‘insider’,

I must confess that I do enjoy flicking through the pages 
of the latest news contained in our glossy publication 
and given that many of you in the Group are not located 
therefore working up at Porgera, I thought I would share 
a photo and some words on an important venture I have 
been involved with recently.

Yes, Mountain Stores...our treasured retail Hardware 
operation flanking the old airstrip on the Porgera Station 
has seen much activity and not all of this related to 
business flowing in and out of the front door but more, 
what is happening behind the scenes. Proudly we have 
procured the material to build a new and much needed 
storage shed. Now, having said a ‘new storage shed’ 
this is far from a small beans venture but a large and 
significant investment of some K30,000 and it has taken 
a long time to save and tuck aside the money to now 
construct the storage facility. 

Having saved the money and gained the approval to 
proceed, we ordered the material, had the same delivered 
ex Lae and then after five weeks of toil, hard labour and 
dodging the heavy rain, the fruits of our building efforts 
can be seen. It is terrific having now the ability to sort, 
stack and quantify the very material that we sell from our 
Hardware outlet. The good news is that our hardware 
sales have escalated in recent times and being able to 
store the applicable material was becoming a problem. 
Our new facility solves those issues. I think this shed; our 
new shed will last for 30 years. Well, if not 30 years it 
will be an asset to our business for a long time to come. 

I am proud; we are proud... 

Yawane  
iPi Catering – Mountain Stores Porgera

New racking shed at iPi’s Hardware Store, Porgera.
 

Yawane, many thanks for sending through your news and the terrific photo. We certainly 
congratulate you on the efforts and dedication of you and your staff and yes, you have every 
right to feel proud. Thanks once again for your thoughts and feel free to send more through to 
our ‘insider’ desk for future publication inclusions. Please, pass on our warm regards to our 
Porgera Service Station staff too.
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Our acknowledgement goes to the team of people 
who made it possible for this successful long term 
goal being achieved.

The iPi Group Board of Directors 
and CEO all of whom insisted upon such 
training programs.

Maso Mangape, General Manager for 
iPi Transport.

Daryl Diehl, our Workshop Manager who was 
instrumental with the inception of this program.

Supervisors and mentors, Benoni 
Masalo our Training & Development 
Officer for his tireless efforts for ensuring the 
apprentice programs were kept on track.

HR and Workshop clerks and all the way 
through to our bus driver who took them to the 
airport and further, to all that have in one way or 
another contributed...a big thank you to all.

iPi Transport 

Our Apprentices

With the short supply of technically qualified trades 
people generally faced across Papua New Guinea more 
specifically in the Road Transport Industry, iPi Transport 
has heavily invested in growing and developing our own 
trades people and this in conjunction with the NATTB and 
their apprenticeship program.

As such we were all very proud to witness the presentation 
of Trade Indentures to our first fully completed batch of trade’s 
people. Four (4) years of hard and tireless work along with 
the applicable training saw this group of young men officially 
receive their Trade Indentures on the 14th August 2014.

Well done guys; our congratulations!!!!

The apprentices have now graduated to be full-fledged and 
qualified Trades people in the fields of:

• Heavy Equipment and Diesel Fitting  
• Metal and Fabrication. 

As part of the iPi Group’s commitment to continuous 
development and skills enhancement, these newly accredited 
trades people will enrol to do further training with the 
Australian Pacific Training College (APTC); this to be 
accredited with world class standards.

The Executive Board and Management of iPi Group has been 
very supportive of staff development and skills enhancement 
programs in its various businesses and the apprenticeship 
programs is a significant part of this commitment. Thus far, iPi 
Transport has enrolled three (3) batches of apprentices through 
the NATTB program with the aim of growing internally our own 

The event was witnessed by the CEO for the iPi Group of Companies Scott O’Reilly, iPi Group Board Chairman Jolson Kutato, Board members Philip 
Malingi, Timothy Andambo and Pala Teya along with iPi Transport General Manager Maso Mangape, Workshop Manager Daryl Diehl, Human 
Resource Coordinator Rauka Ovia and Staff Training & Development Officer Benoni Masalo as pictured above.

trade’s people cluster. This program will be further enhanced 
in future with the realisation of iPi Transport being a Registered 
Training Organisation (RTO) focused specifically toward the 
Road Transport Industry.

Rauka Ovia  
Human Resources Co-ordinator, iPi Transport 
Rauka.Ovia@iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Group 

Proud sponsors of the Cairns Taipan’s 
Basketball Team

The iPi Group will be tracking the progress of the Cairns 
Taipan’s Basketball Team this season very closely indeed. 
We have been most proud to support the game, the 
Cairns team and the Australian based League overall and 
delightfully so, we do once again for this season.

If there is ever reason or cause to spend a night or two 
in Cairns and during your stay there is a home game on, 
please let us know as I am sure we might just be able to 
sneak you in on the sly. The atmosphere is electric, it is noisy, 
it is exciting and further, the games tend to be close. It’s fun 
and the crowd get right in on the action. If you are after a 
quiet and peaceful evening, the basketball is not the place 
to be but if you need or are seeking an avenue/opportunity 
to let your hair down – yell a little without others looking your 
way, the Cairns Convention Centre is the place to be.

The iPi Group sponsoring the Cairns Taipans

Catalan Custard
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iPi Catering  

‘Ole hand’ Callum McKinnon has success

Dear Callum, congratulations on your haul but feel comforted. We know someone 
who is a far worse fisher person that you profess to be...we have included a 
photo of Greg Langley (iPi Transport) who as we are privately told, ‘stole’ the fish 
in his picture and sent this through for publication pretending that he caught the 
same. We know Callum that you wouldn’t stretch the truth...would you?

Callum’s catch 

Greg’s catch 

Readers,

Just a note with a social bent for a moment. I couldn’t 
help but send this article through to the Editor and I do 
so because ‘all’ news is welcomed so we are reliably 
informed. But importantly I am gloating too...a lot. Yep, 
as well as being a whiz with a camera I am also usually 
generally hopeless when it comes to my fishing prowess 
however, this is no longer the case. Indeed, I have 
recently met with huge success...have a look at the catch 
and yes, I caught most of the haul!!! 

I am aware that many in the iPi Group are keen 
fisher people and our PNG National staff especially 
I acknowledge as being brilliant; all this whilst I try 
whenever the opportunity arises yet tend to come home 
after a day out on the water empty handed. 

Perhaps the lesson here is that if one does have a passion; 
in my case the occasional fishing trip and regardless of 
my typical outcome of zero fish caught, there are times 
with persistence that success appears. So there you go...
for all the knockers out there who quietly ridicule my 
traditionally poor efforts, I am exceptionally happy with 
this trip.

Cheers...do you think I have gloated enough or should I 
have been louder?

Callum McKinnon 
iPi Catering 
Project Manager – InterOil napa napa 
Callum.McKinnon@iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Transport 

Our Lae Admin 
Office ladies
The lead up to Papua New Guinea’s 39th Independence 
Day celebrations were certainly felt in the iPi Transport 
10 Mile, Lae Administration Office going by the dress 
code witnessed in the photo attached. 

There was much excitement I can assure you (all) and although 
none of this caused a spot of distraction to our daily workloads 
and responsibilities, I was caught in a very precarious position 
having been asked to judge the best dressed!!!

Gee, if there was ever to be a day where I was to be 
elsewhere, this was the day, however I composed myself 
and accepted the position; the mission as requested all the 
while knowing there would be only one winner (my choice) 
and only one loser (me given that all others who participated 
would chase me later).

After long and careful deliberation I ruled it...a draw...and 
then hastily but successfully retreated back to my Office.

Seriously, a terrific effort ladies and it was much appreciated 
by everyone at 10 Mile. Many thanks for your efforts.

Maso Mangape  
General Manager, iPi Transport 
Maso.Mangape@iPiGroup.com.pg

39th Independence Celebrations - Fever At Lae 
10 Mile Admin Office. From left to right: Josie, 
Ruth and Elizabeth.

iPi Catering  

Lends assistance at  
the University of PnG

Privately and as an aside to our daily responsibilities, iPi 
Catering has recently and proudly assisted the Laiagam 
– Porgera Student Association at the University of Papua 
New Guinea. Given that the iPi Group’s roots are deeply 
embedded at Porgera and very much so across the Enga 
Province as whole, it was our pleasure to provide the 
support for the Association. It meant much too us.

We have in the past assisted a number of UPNG Student 
Bodies, Associations, Groups, Sporting Teams, Church 
Groups and the like and have done so via various means. 
This level of support will continue and whilst much is done 
without announcement and or fanfare, we thought it befitting 
that on this occasion, we place an article in the iPi Group’s 
‘insider and more so knowing that our publication is widely 
read up in Enga.

We were very touched that post the Laiagam – Porgera Student 
Association gathering Peter Denmead on behalf of iPi Catering 
was presented with a Certificate of Appreciation for the 
donation previously organised and subsequently delivered.

Pictured is Peter being handed the Certificate by the 
President of the Laiagam – Porgera Student Association Mr 
Clinch Yandapake and his Secretary Mr David Titiwas.

There were a number of speeches made and thanks 
proffered. Indeed, Peter was most humbled by the occasion. 

Melissa Jolson 
Admin Officer iPi Catering 
University of Papua New Guinea 

Peter Denmead flanked by UPNG Students, Clinch and David
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A little history rediscovered...
Readers,

Perhaps this article is more suited to those of 
us who work within the Transport environment 
however there may be some of you who see  
very like parallels given your past, your 
upbringing and or your personal work history...
even all this combined?

A few months ago whilst driving across the 
northern parts of country New South Wales 
in Australia a discovery of much note 
was unearthed.

To offer you a quick summary and as many 
of our Transport people will know, I was 
born into a family steeped in a trucking 
and transport background. It was my father’s 
business; the family business and yes, it was known as Langley’s 
Transport.

Whilst at the time, this as a young fella, I had thoughts of finishing secondary school and entering into other fields of 
employment (all non transport), things happen in one’s life beyond one’s control and a turn of direction not planned did happen. 
Having grown up in and around trucks and working with my father as a young bloke before and after school, during school 
holidays etc and all this from sweeping floors, spreading gravel across the yard, poking around with workshop equipment, 
playing with our mechanics tools, bothering and upsetting all others who worked for my father, I eventually gravitated to the 
transport industry and it is here that I have remained.

To the point of the story and the issue of ‘discovery’...as we all do, I too learnt to drive and did so at a very early age. Yep, I 
learnt to drive in one of Dad’s old trucks; truck No 9 and the very vehicle I learnt to drive in, I found (much to my surprise, shock 
and delight) in a paddock lying peacefully in amongst scrub, somewhat rusty but all in-tact and this inclusive of window glass 
and the sign-writing, whilst somewhat faded it is still all legible...have a look at the driver’s side door. 

This discovery bought back many dear and cherished memories and of course, has indeed prompted a story of two especially 
to and with the people who knew my father and his business; Langley’s Transport.

Who would have thought...?

Cheers,

Greg Langley 
GM - Freight Services iPi Transport 
Greg.Langley@iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Catering  

Tolukuma Gold Mine

I vividly recall scribing an article for the last quarter’s edition of the ‘insider’ (about the Darryl Royal’s success at securing 
Rugby Team Uniforms for our local players up at the Tolukuma Gold Mine) and it is with pleasure that I again do so and 
again, in context with fantastic news ex Tolukuma. It appears that between Darryl and Paul (Lobby) Lloyd, our Project 
Managers at TGM that they are continuing to kick goals (pardon the pun).

We note that very recently a serious health topic was 
presented to our combined iPi Catering and Janitorial staff 
(on site); this via our traditional toolbox meetings/sessions 
and accordingly I thought it most apt and worthy that I share 
the information not only with all other Catering Project sites 
but with the readers of the ‘insider’ too. 

I believe that this information is much in need of distribution and 
it may prompt others within the iPi Group to openly share some 
of their toolbox safety sessions and the associated topics with 
our sister operations? I’d certainly encourage it especially when 
it comes to health related topics.

Right then...for your information and hopefully, in your 
best interest. 

Hypertension

What Is ‘Hypertension’?

Hypertension is the medical term for High Blood Pressure. 
Blood pressure is the force of blood that is pushing up 
against the walls of thee blood vessels. High blood pressure 

describes the condition when pressure in the arteries 
becomes chronically elevated.

The normal level of blood pressure is below 120/80. 
120 represents the systolic (peak pressure in the arteries) and 
80 represents diastolic (minimum pressure in the arteries). 
Thus, a persistent elevated blood pressure of above 140/90 
is considered hypertension.

What are common risk factors of hypertension?

• Poor diet control (too much fat & high level of   
 sweet food) 
• Overweight and obesity 
• Lack of physical activity/exercise 
• High levels of alcohol consumption 
• Stress 
• High salt intake 
• Smoking 
• Aging (not preventable sadly) 
•  Genetics and family history of hypertension  

(not preventable)

Dr Tau with Catering and Janitorial staff at Tolukuma Dr Tau with Catering and Janitorial staff at Tolukuma
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What are the common symptoms of hypertension?

• Severe headaches • Dizziness 
• Fatigue/confusion • Nausea/vomiting 
• Problems with vision • Chest pains 
• Breathing problems • Irregular heart beats 
• Blood in urine

When is hypertension confirmed?

It is when the blood pressure of a person is consistently 
high on more than 3 consecutive checks done. If the blood 
pressure alters on different check up time it does not confirm 
one to have hypertension. However he or she should try and 
avoid the risk factors as stated above.

What are complications of hypertension?

When the pressure is too high, the heart has to work harder 
to pump blood and this result in conditions like heart attack, 
stroke, heart failure, aneurysms (deformed blood vessels), 
kidney failure etc.

How is hypertension prevented and treated?

• Losing weight 
• Eating healthy diet (low sugar and less fat content) 
• Regular exercise (regular walking is the best way to cut  
 down on weight) 
• Quitting smoking 
• No salt intake 

• Limiting alcohol consumption 
• Reduce stress (enough rest, less worry, control anger,  
 good food, water and diet)

If all the above doesn’t work to correct the blood pressure then 
medical treatment is recommended (antihypertensive drugs).

In closing, pleasing to note that all our TGM based Catering 
and Janitorial staff had a blood pressure test. From the 
feedback received, this information went down very well. 
Darryl and Paul will continue to focus on the educational side 
of these types of issues as the staff were all very happy with 
what they had learnt.

I wish to also thank most sincerely our resident TGM Medic 
Mr Hebert Gedaneni for his material, time, expertise and 
assistance. This is all greatly appreciated and highly valued. 

Chris Moroney 
General Manager, iPi Catering 
Chris.Moroney@iPiGroup.com.pg 

Hint: Why not drop into your local 
clinic and do a random check for 
your blood pressure at the facility 
so you know where you stand??? 

iPi Transport  

Supporting backloads for  
the ExxonMobil Project
As many of you will know, the construction phase of the massive 
ExxonMobil PNG LNG Project as concluded and the first shipment of 
LNG Product has indeed left our shores.

In the background though there is still much happening by way of removal of all ancillary Construction and Project gear, 
most containerised, and this needs repositioning back in Lae for further on-shipment. The lead contractor for the backload 
responsibility is TransWonderLand (TWL) and we have been called upon to help and assist TWL their endeavours to clear the 
Hides environment of these containers.

We have supplied five (5) rigs for the works and these operate under full escort and in concert with the TWL fleet. We are 
delighted to offer external and additional services to TWL and will continue to enhance the removal of ancillary gear by way of 
our help and participation. Many thanks are extended to the TWL Management team.

Peter Laurie and Anita Rochus  
iPi Transport, Lae Operations

iPi Transport Fleet at rest in Juni, Southern Highlands, PNG
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iPi Transport  

Partnering Puma Energy
We have wonderful news to release to the people of the 
iPi Group.....following many months of diligent work 
underpinned by the boundless enthusiasm of the iPi Transport 
Leadership team, Puma Energy has announced that our 
continued work with Line Haul Fuel Freighting ex Lae into 
Goroka and Mount Hagen will be extended for another five 
(5) years and further, whilst there has been some changes to 
our overall scope of work in relation to service delivery, we 
will again proudly be supplying the Puma Energy fuel needs 
for their Service Stations and customers ex Mount Hagen for 
the same period of time. We are simply delighted with the 
news. As of October 1st 2014, we make a refreshed start 
Contractually with Puma. 

The Tender process was both lengthy and extensive 
however extremely thorough and importantly, it is timely 
to thank the people of Puma for their professionalism and 
dedication to task. The process commenced under the 
guise of InterOil Downstream and then reverted to Puma 
given the news that Puma Energy had purchased InterOil’s 
downstream interests in Papua New Guinea. There is no 
question that we now formally welcome Puma into the 
fold of the iPi Group’s highly valued suite of Clients and 
accordingly, we wish to do Puma proud.

Mr Kerry Symes was the lead Puma Manager and his 
application to detail and compliance expectedly was 
both unrelenting and professionally demanding. iPi 
Transport had to demonstrate unswervingly an ability 
to uphold the values, ideals and commitments required 
on such a Contract and whilst it was easy to perhaps 

suggest that we have indeed demonstrated just that over 
the many years we have worked alongside InterOil, no 
stone was left unturned and no area of concern was 
left unaddressed. We are very comfortable in knowing 
exactly what it is that is expected of us under the 
banner of the new Contract. There is an extensive list of 
compliance related matters to which we need to uphold 
and whilst none are out of the realm, maintaining absolute 
and strict controls are essential.

Already we have seriously reviewed many significant 
areas of fuel freight services and that internal process 
will continue. Proudly too are the professional industry 
qualifications iPi Transport holds and in saying such, 
these will be maintained much to the pleasure of Puma. 
Our objective is to shine; shine by way of consistent and 
proactive delivery of Puma’s product and do so at all 
times. We wish to maintain the partnering approach we 
have enjoyed for many years; it is imperative that our 
actions and resolve remain at the highest of standards. 
iPi Transport has always endeavoured to be the leader in 
professional delivery of fuel and fuel related goods and 
that aim will equally not slide. 

The full iPi Transport Management team needs to be 
thanked for the ground work undertaken during the Tender 
process. All hands were involved and all thoughts and 
ideas were welcomed. Our approach was nothing less 
than full throttle; each voice was heard, all perspectives
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were reviewed, all plans were well studied, 
all cost modelling for the Project thoroughly 
stewarded and every alternate (tabled) shared 
with the team. David McKenzie and his Mount 
Hagen team deserve special mention; their 
oversight on all fuel deliveries ex Hagen has 
been and continues to be managed brilliantly. 
Their dedication to task professionally executed 
and the expectation of this moving forward under 
the new Contract is clear. So too Daryl Diehl and 
his compliment of workshop operatives....many 
thanks for all Daryl; your work is both key and 
critical and we all acknowledge exactly that and, 
openly. Operationally there is much to steward 
and the opportunity to do that soundly and with 
effectiveness and efficiency has been articulated 
to the Op’s people in Lae most candidly. Our 
teams are onboard, are highly driven and 
absolutely motivated.

We face a terrific long term opportunity with Puma 
Energy and one which we are clearly looking 
forward to succeed in. We face an exciting future 
and that brings with it extended employment and 
training opportunities. It brings to the table as well, 
the chance to exceed expectation; this in the eyes 
of our Client. The challenge has been set internally 
and it certainly appears everyone in the Group has 
embraced it. 

As said, we are delighted with the outcome and 
look forward to partnering Puma long into the future.

Many thanks once again for the terrific work 
behind securing a better future for our people... 

Maso Mangape  
iPi Transport 
Maso.Mangape@iPiGroup.com.pg 

Coordination and communications are key

Another Puma Energy Diesel load into Mt Hagen
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iPi Transport 

Our training commitment continues
As many of you are highly aware, our training regime and 
commitment is both extensive and thorough and this across 
all sectors of the iPi Group’s business.

Offering training opportunities is one thing but planning and 
executing the delivery is certainly another and the latter can 
only be done with the full support of all line Managers and 
Supervisors. Fortunately we have a team of dedicated and 
involved people all of whom wish to see our employees (at all 
levels) be exposed to quality, relevant and applicable training.

I am pleased to say that yet again, iPi Transport is positioned 
to offer further targeted opportunities and as an example of 
such, I thought others in the Group would be delighted to 
know that our Basic Supervision Training – Coaching and 
Assessment was successfully delivered in July.

All feedback stemming from the program has been positive 
and rewarding. Our Course participants enjoyed the 

sessions and have gained greater knowledge, updated 
information, high levels of confidence and unquestionably 
a clearer understanding.

I have enclosed my Memo to all concerned. 

It is worthy of note...Each course participant will be required 
to demonstrate evidence of application of the skill sets in the 
workplace. This assessment will be done twice, next week 
and then three weeks after, then “Certificate of Competency 
in Basic Supervision Part 1” will be issued. Basic Supervision 
Training is part of a full Training Program I am delivering; 
this to finally train and give “Certificate IV in Frontline 
Management” to our Supervisors... 

Benoni Masalo 
Staff Training and Development Officer iPi Transport 

 
 

Interoffice Memorandum

TO: RESPECTIVE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES 

SUBJECT: BASIC SUPERVISION TRAINING (PART 1) –COACHING & ASSESSMENT  

DATE: MONDAY 21ST JULY-THURSDAY 24TH JULY, 2014

Please be advised that there will be a coaching and assessment session conducted by our staff training and development officer 

with individual employees who have undertaken Basic Supervision Training in September 2013.

•	 	Employees	are	required	to	review	their	notes	on	Basic	Supervision	Training	and	do	the	Take	Home/Back	to	Work	Exercise	

before attending the coaching and assessment session.

The following employees listed below are required to attend this important session as per the days that have been scheduled:

DEPARTMEnT FInAnCE & ADMIn MPH
WORKSHOP OPERATIOnS

DAY/DATE Monday 21st July Tuesday 22nd July Wednesday 23rd July Thursday 24th July

NAME OF 

EMPLOYEES

1. Josie Kong 

2. Pauline Tiale 

3. George Ramita 

4. Elisabeth Sandeka 

5. Ruth Joses

1. Moore Kamoen 

2. Johnson Mailen 

3. Ray Albert 

4. Uli Yoko 

5. Sam Jackias

1. Thomas Moses 

2. Blassius Serewun 

3. Sima Elisam 

4. Nixon Mathew 

5. Messach Daigi 

6. Lucy Pokisel 

7. Balaito Bagama 

8. Giles Moulins

1. Anita Rochus 

2. Getire Baure 

3. Geraldine Makui 

4. Gelinde Lahi

TIMInG
Session One- (9 AM-12 noon), Session 2- (1pm-4 pm) daily for each department

Note: Staff Training & Development Officer will be available at respective office locations and each individual staffs are to meet 

with him one after another.   

Thank you.  

Benoni Masalo 

Staff Training & Development Officer
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iPi Group’s ‘insider’ 

Dear readers...your stories

In each edition of the ‘insider’ I do place a plea or perhaps a reminder that your stories are 

needed, wanted, encouraged and requested. Of course and as said many times, this is your 

internal broadcast medium and as such, it is the vehicle or platform whereby you can share with 

all in the iPi Group your thoughts, your ideas, the things which are happening in and around 

your workplace and as openly invited, stuff which is going on say, in your village, at your home 

and or the like. Remember, your photos are important too but make sure they are quality and 

highly ‘in-focus’ ones (this unlike many of mine I confess!!!).

Having uttered that, I notice in the article that Peter Long submitted for this quarter he made reference 

to two University of Papua New Guinea Journalism Students who he and Dennis Sparks spent much 

time with; this in helping and assisting them with some Project work based around a ‘paper’ on the 

iPi Group. The good news there is that we found the UPNG Students were also reading the ‘insider’ 

publication on the occasions we release the same and interestingly enough, they were extremely keen 

to have further input into our newsletter. We of course welcome that. The UPNG and the Students 

thereof are very much a part of the iPi Group family and where we can provide opportunity for them 

to better their newly found skills, we will. 

OK, so I am sure that leading up to Christmas you will have all sorts of ideas running through your 

heads and we’d like to include these in our next publication. Many thanks to each of you who send 

through your stories and photos. They make for great reading and we are happy to help out with the 

final editing and polish on your news. 

If it helps you with a further point of encouragement to submit, allow us to suggest that both the 

external and internal feedback we receive on the quality of the ‘insider’ is highly positive and there is 

quite the extensive reader list it appears. 

Come on...pencils at the ready, start scribbling your ideas down on paper...it is fun and it is challenging.

As we often say, the quality and worth of the ‘insider’ is very much in your hands.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Stay safe and cheers everyone...

The Editor 

C/O Peter Long 

Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg 
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iPi Transport  

An Employee personal initiative...

Ms Josie Kong...congratulations!!!

Ms Josie Kong enrolled 
herself at International 
Training Institute (ITI) and took 
up study in the ‘Certificate of 
Accounting’ earlier this year 
(January, 2014). A time table 
was drawn up for those who 
decided to take up classes at 
ITI through the help of David 
Sneddon assisted by the PA, 
Ruth Joses who monitored 
Josie’s busy schedule. Josie, 
being a young mother and 
the Credit Controller of our 
team at iPi Transport took up 
classes during week days 
which were not that easy 
for her but her time and 
commitment has seen her 
achieve what she aimed for...a ‘Certificate of Accounting’. 
The Course she took undertook ran for almost six months. 
She graduated amongst the largest and the highest intake for 
the Institute for the years, 2013, 2014 with 86 graduands. 

Josie has a calibre of her own where she treasures her 
work...to be the best...loves and cherishes her two lovely 
sons and the rest of her family. Whilst she is very much family 
oriented she does not forget her work colleagues all of whom 
she treasures as guardian angels in times of most need. Josie 
is well liked by her colleagues both at work and in class and 
has lots of friends. She creates her own fancy hair style too, 
something which does make her unique.

Here goes the story of the day of graduation...it was on a 
heavy rainy Friday morning, 18th July 2014, when Josie 
was to attend her graduation ceremony at City Tabernacle 
Church, 2 Mile, Lae. She woke up in the morning worried 
and saddened due to her being so close to her father, Mr 
Michael Kong (deceased) who was not around to witness 
her big day of achievement, neither her mother nor her 

husband, she felt sad. 
Then everything turned 
out opposite after I 
called her on the mobile 
phone and advised 
her that I was going to 
witness her graduation, 
her heart overjoyed 
and told me that 
Moore Kamoen, Senior 
Security Supervisor, 
a colleague and a 
brother, was going to 
attend her graduation 
ceremony as well. She 
felt emotional upon 
seeing Moore and me 
arrive at the venue of 
her graduation and 

even under the heavy rain it just make her feel very special 
on that day. She appreciated our attendance which made 
the day become a memorable one.

Josie would like to say thank you through our newsletter to 
the iPi Transport Management. Also a special thank you to 
our CEO for setting out guidelines for such training; this to 
equip our staff with the knowledge and skills to make iPi an 
even better place to work in. The Theme of her Graduation 
Programme was “Enhancing the Human Resource 
Capabilities Through Quality Training”

Again Josie, congratulations on your magnificent 
achievement in obtaining your Certificate of Accounting. 

Elizabeth Sandeka 
Administration Officer - Legal/Insurance iPi Transport 
Elizabeth.Sandeka@iPiGroup.com.pg

Ms Josie Kong 
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iPi Catering 

Pride, passion and magic?... 
indeed it shines through
Hi everyone...the Editor of the ‘insider’ is always encouraging 
us in the iPi family to contribute articles for our quarterly 
newsletter...for those of you who know and have worked with 
me, gee, I can tend to be a bit vocal and loud on occasions; 
perhaps a little opinionated and blinkered in my views but 
overarching in my approach to all is both sincerity and passion.

On that note I have been thinking and best I put down on 
paper what is rattling through my head at present. I hope 
you enjoy the read.

I would like to write about what I sincerely believe is one of 
the most fundamental building blocks which make us what 
we are and what we do in Catering...and that is passion... 
PASSION FOR FOOD!

Creating good ‘food’ is...art. It is comfort and at times it 
is purely magical. For those of us working in this industry 
I hope we all started off the same. We started with the 
simple magic of food and the joy it brings to ourselves and 
to those around us...food is always a part of any festival or 
memorable moment, it is always there because it comforts, 
fills and satisfies our voids and emptiness or, it cements fond 
moments and leaves us happy with a reassurance that all will 
be fine in the future.

I sometimes forget the magnificence of food and the lure of 
all its wonders; the intrigue which then, if really captivated, 
offers us career paths into the catering industry. I am 
surrounded daily by food in my work environment and 
speaking truthfully, when at work and take a break; I go to 
my room to rest but yes, smelling of breakfast, lunch and 
dinner!!! It is a unique scent which is a long way from my 
favourite Chanel perfumes. It is however only when I am at 
home on my break that I appreciate the true magnificence 
and magical properties of the smells and tastes of food.

When I am at home it is then when I realise that iPi is not 
the pot of gold at the end of my rainbow. More so iPi is my 
mother company, my diet; she is the rainbow herself that 
allows and enables me to find my pot of gold. I don’t and 
cannot speak for all who are part of the iPi family but I do 
speak for myself and in saying such, I would sincerely like to 
thank iPi for being my rainbow that enables me to personally 
for fill my passion. 

It is undeniable the magic of food and I’ll offer you an 
example: I am sure some of you remember or know what 
it’s like to take a cooking banana or taro and cook it in the 
fire...you cooked it, dry scraped off the burnt skin and ate 

it...it’s dry 
starchiness 
filling hunger 
pangs at the 
same time as 
drying out your 
mouth!!! On 
the flip side, 
you also know 
what it’s like 
to take that 
banana or 
taro and put it in a pot and add those magical ingredients 
like a little salt and some coconut milk, maybe even a maggi 
cube. Now, remember the combination of eating that starchy 
banana with that creamy salty sweet coconut cream...
mmmmm...having that oily creamy balance in your mouth 
mixing with the wholesome filling banana...it is just magic!

Let me take a western example....who doesn’t love apple 
pie??? Imagine your Nana baking you a warm apple pie...
mmmmm the slight scent of buttery vanilla in the crust, a 
pinch of cinnamon around the tart granny smith apple filling 
but what makes it magical is that big scoop of vanilla ice 
cream, the creamy cold melting into the tangy apple topped 
with that crumbling crust...that is the magic of food... 

The combinations are endless. The creativity and the 
presentations are aspiring but when it comes down to it all, 
food is about the joy you feel in every bite that swirls around 
and is felt by your whole mouth until the satisfying swallow. 

I LOVE FOOD AND I HAVE A PASSION TO SHARE THE 
MAGIC OF FOOD.

If you are a chef, go out and create something with flavour, 
something with magic!! If you are in the office, when you go 
home, take 15 minutes longer to season your dinner while 
cooking or, give your wife/partner a hand to cook tonight? 
Go out and buy the ingredients to make a meal like your mother 
made or your Nanna did or even like my dad used to make; 
his stew (I still can’t replicate the magic of my dad’s stews). Food 
should be magic for everyone ... and iPi is our enabler to mix 
business (as in work) with pleasure (as in food).

All the best and good luck........I hope I have inspired you?

Lisa Fickel 
Chef Manager – InterOil Napa Napa Project, iPi Catering

Creating good food
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iPi Group 

Transport Arm supports the new Zealand 
Army exit...

There are times when external help and assistance is much 
needed or just simply called upon in times of hardship or 
emergency and over the many many years, the iPi Group 
has indeed provided much valued support and for a myriad 
of reasons to a vast number of individuals, businesses, 
organisations and charities. Proudly again our assistance 
was recently called upon and the Mount Hagen iPi Transport 
Team swung into action without hesitation.

Some of you may not be aware but the PNG Defence 
Force Engineers have been working for some time on a 
new roadway through from the Highlands cutting down 
into Madang and their task is arduous, adventuresome and 
difficult. Helping the PNGDF in and with this major Project 
is the New Zealand Army and the New Zealander’s work 
has now come to a completion. Accordingly, time to pack up 
and say good-bye to their PNG counterparts.

All that is grand and we understand the mission has been 
most successful but how does one transfer tonnes of mixed 
engineering equipment, field camp and accommodation kit 
along with personal gear from the work location to the final 
exit point?...well, call the iPi Transport lads.

And call they did and respond we have...as is often said, 
a picture is worth a thousand words so, we have included 

a few snapshots of the iPi Transport gear unloading across 
into the New Zealand Air Force’s C130 Transporter at 
Mount Hagen. Quite the sight to see. From all reports the 
exercise went swimmingly well; the plane was loaded in 
record time and the final up-lift of both personnel and gear 
all bang on schedule.

All in a day’s work so say the lads at our Mount Hagen 
Depot...whilst perhaps we may marvel at the job-task 
undertaken, not so says the good and decent blokes at 
Hagen...no sooner had the C130 departed-cleared the 
airfield, our people were all back at base, beavering away 
as if nothing out of the ordinary had just happened. Hmmm, 
the things we do; the things we become involved with!!!

David McKenzie 
PnG Highlands Manager, iPi Transport 
David.McKenzie@iPiGroup.com.pg

The New Zealand Air Force C130 being load assisted by the Hagen iPi Transport Team 
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Mountain Property Holdings...our 10 Mile 
Gardening Folks

It is strange sometimes how we take things which we see 
day in and day out and, directly under our noses as being 
quite the norm. It is not until someone from outside comes 
through on a visit say and makes particular comment that we 
then question the observation.

Well, that is the very case we have on our 10 Mile, Lae 
property...did you know that our highly prized and valued 
flowers grown, cut, presented and then delivered across 
PNG, yes PNG are as extensive as first thought? Hmmm, 
thought so; you really didn’t fully appreciate the work and 
effort put in there.

Indeed, we have a brilliant and well tendered garden on 
the property. Interestingly, we produce the very best flower 
arrangements in Lae (and beyond) and do for various groups 
including leading hotels, motels, Churches, private weddings, 

office and commercial centres 
reception areas, funerals, and also 
as private gifts. We even go to 
such lengths as to decorate stages 
for the likes of Music Festivals and 
other public activities. The flower 
arrangements of course are tailored 
specifically to the request; to suit the 
occasion that the individual and or 
groups request given their needs and 
wants. Mountain Property Holdings 
(MPH) show-case different flowers and 
various flower arrangements during 
the Morobe Show period and also 
through other mini shows within the 
Lae City. Our gardeners further display 
their unique talents on how to arrange 
flowers during the shows as well...
quite the demonstration and all well 

attended. All flower arrangements differ and they do represent 
the occasion requested.  

Muki is the talented fellow behind all our flower 
arrangements and he is always keen to share his passion 
with others. Muki loves his job and delights in working 
along-side his colleagues. I am more than happy to take 
care of the supervision and distribution of the flowers to the 
applicable destinations called upon. Perhaps next time you 
are in Lae and out on the 10 Mile Property, you’d like to visit 
our gardens? We’d be happy to show you around as we 
are very proud of what we produce.

Moore Kamoen 
MPH 10 Mile, Lae 
Moore.Kamoen@iPiGroup.com.pg

Muki with another of his unique floral creations
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iPi Group 

Mountain Lodge upgrades
There has been much activity in recent months and 
the quiet and tranquil environment of the iPi Group’s 
Mountain Lodge has been somewhat disturbed given the 
vibrancy and noise of assorted heavy machinery along 
with many workmen all hard at it extending the existing 
carpark surrounds and refitting a new support power 
generation facility as part of the Lodge’s overall upgrades.

Nestled up in Porgera, the Mountain Lodge caters for the 
needs of the weary business traveller, intrepid tourists, the 
many iPi Group employees, Managers and some of the 
ancillary Police and Military folks all of whom have work 
and responsibilities in the valley; this save the tourists who 
have come to see first-hand the wonders of the top end of 
the Enga Province.

As the guest list has grown, so too are our requirements 
for additional upgrades of the Lodge and none too 
important of course is the need for support power. 

Likewise, there are the occasions where parking becomes 
exceptionally tight so, the plan was to extend and this 
has now been completed. A job well done too I add 
especially given the number of people involved.

All has gone well and the people of the iPi Group based 
in Porgera are delighted with the works.

Thought best to share this news with the readers of the 
‘insider’ and whilst the job was modest in comparison 
to some to the things we are involved with across the 
country, we too are proud of the accomplishments. 

Grahame Wicks 
Administration Manager, The iPi Group 
Porgera 
Grahame.Wicks@iPiGroup.com.pg
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A new rock wall being put in place The Lodges new Power Generation Unit
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